Scientific Research Review on Dependability of Complex Automotive Systems Developed towards Autonomous Driving
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Abstract
This brief scientific research review is related to EFOP project titled Dynamics and Control of Autonomous Vehicles meeting the Synergy Demands of Automated Transport Systems (EFOP-3.6.2-16-2017-00016), in which the following scientific consortium is taking part: Széchenyi István University, John von Neumann University, University of Dunaújváros and Óbudai University. The goal of the project is to improve mathematical techniques and processes that assist the increasingly complex design of technical structures and constituents implemented in self-driven automobiles and transport systems, focusing on safety and risk factor maintenance. This means examining the reliability of vehicle sensor networks and developing common risk assessment methods.
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1 Introduction
Today, one of the most significant social problems is safety, dependability and risk. These have a major impact on engineers and specialists who design and maintain a variety of technical systems on the basis of their area of expertise.

The basic goal of the research is to develop and study the availability of various mathematical answers and well-algorithmic models to support decision making in the field of reliability and safety engineering of automotive systems connected by complex interconnection e.g. sensor networks. In addition to presenting the project, the article also presents the previously written questions.

Further sections of the article: Section 2: Briefly describes the project. Section 3: Represents the problems and approaches mainly discussed. Section 4: Summarizes the general conclusion of the project.

2 Short description of the scientific research
The basic goal of this EFOP project titled Dynamics and Control of Autonomous Vehicles meeting the Synergy Demands of Automated Transport Systems is to make research and development circumstances better in terms of human resources and services. In order to ensure appropriate distribution and extensive sponsoring close teamwork with economic community is unavoidable thus it is necessary to be supported and assisted.

Extended consortium aim of shared investigation is having an intensive and trigger role in making economics based on knowledge and improving R&D prosperity in Hungarian higher education with common power. On the basis of the generated new knowledge bases contribution and teamwork in multinational relations is started. Closer objectives are common work in network and creating scientific teams based on coordinated capacities thus actual individual potentials of the institutions can be multiplied by this synergic effect.

An important aim of the research is that the consortium partners get substantial answers in control and information flow of self-driven vehicles and their systems. The partners have identified seven common research areas arranging them in three core research ways. The conception is established on a combined method and the interface of related scientific issues, with a focus on collaboration on the basis of shared efforts and human resource improvement.

Taking various technical and economic investigations into account the fundamentals below are necessary for self-driven transport through dependable and sustainable operation:
• On-board surround monitoring tools that work appropriately in many circumstances
• High-precision localization equipment completing sensor data through geographic information in making decisions, which structures, filters, and makes them prepare to sense concerning their spatial relationship
• Communication devices creating data transfer among traffic players, the related infrastructure and objects in surrounding in general
• Observation concepts enabling to investigate conditions of making decisions in reality on the basis of communication and sensor information and assisting control system adjusted to that present state
• Vehicle control algorithms at low-level through complex, locally controlled operation of every vehicle, also actuator process, through making decisions in real time based on detection algorithms in order to safely perform a traffic task given to the vehicle at the desired performance
• Vehicle control at high-level, which allows vehicle groups to be managed along general aspects to achieve traffic management answers in real-time and in optimal conditions
• Use of advanced resources, car propulsion and fuels that are better improved for full automation
• Objectives are determined by the research application and clearly defined in line with the specific project objectives.

3 Mainly discussed problems and approaches
Regarding ongoing researches on autonomous driving there are more inevitable issues that must be taken into account, e.g. communication between all participants, algorithms of decision-making, how to enhance trust in appropriate operation.

Today, wireless communication technologies are widespread. This progress has a major impact on the communication of vehicles and on the road side units (RSU) supporting surface transportation. This communication network consists of vehicles and an RSU. Vehicles form an ad hoc network where nodes and network connections change dynamically. Networks consist of fixed nodes and connections. Graph theory is the most effective tool for modeling communication networks. A graph is a finite set of vertices connected by edges; the extract is illustrated in Fig. 1 (Zentai, 2019). Since technical structures consist of network arrangements by mathematical model-based analysis it can be defined if there are relations among elements and subsystems. Concerning a complex system interconnection outline can be a difficult task because of the complicated interconnections. Graph theory as a widespread mathematical solution is about investigating network structured systems with interconnections between elements (Pokorádi, 2018; Pokorádi and Szakács, 2019; Szakács, 2010; 2018; 2019; Szakács and Pokorádi, 2019).

On the one hand, the edge connection models the robustness of the graph against the attack of the connections between the communicating units, and on the other hand, the peak connection models the robustness against the attack of the communicating units. We may have efficient algorithms to calculate the connectivity or edge connection number of a graph, but we cannot perform such a calculation based on the definition of multiple connections. Therefore, we recall the equivalent redefinition of multiple connections (Zentai, 2019).

Systems developed towards autonomous vehicle systems are commonly based on Artificial Intelligence (AI). Time of reaction is lessened by the performance of the AI by processing big amounts of sensor data, and data of circumstances. AI makes decisions much quicker than a driver. Since there is no seamlessly safe system, there will not be 100% secured system for self-driven cars either. The use of AI for the development of autonomous vehicles is an obvious choice, as decisions need to be processed quickly based on the huge amount of information flowing continuously from various sensors. In the case of industrial AI, where decision-making is based on the analysis of video films, false decisions can result in poor ratings in the rating of flawless or defective products. In the case of human politics, when technical intelligence is used to determine winners, the wrong call can only result in
gender bias. However, in the case of self-driven vehicles, making the wrong decision can be tantamount to causing accidents and endangering people’s lives. In the following some situations are presented when decision-making process of AI can be manipulated. The ability to communicate with other automobiles can solve a number of problems, such as pot holes. An additional benefit for vehicles would be the ability to disseminate their information to make each other ready for traffic or irregular road traffic, or to avoid dangerous situations. The problem is, how differences can be shared on map and in reality? Is it needed to be sent only to the center (or for road operation if necessary) or to the surrounding area? In the second option, the load on the control center is reduced, not all information need to be disseminated to everyone, so there would be less network traffic. In this case, there is a need for a built-in device that can transfer and receive data under a standardized protocol soon, and with controls that separate the data from the recipient (center or neighborhood). It is suggested that before transferring information from diverse places for making decisions, the vehicle incorporates an artificial unit based on intelligence (External Manipulation Recognition System, EMRS) improved by the manufacturers, focusing on the manufacturer’s will to consider hazards. Further decisions are needed on which unit is liable for identifying the threat of manipulation from outside and giving suggestions for appropriate assessment of information from various places for making decisions, identifying and analyzing the condition (Kiss, 2019; Péter et al., 2020).

For those systems with the request of advanced reliability concerning their safety-criticality, sensitivity analysis is an adequate process to estimate the sensitivity of the reliability model if there are modifications in the input parameters like component reliability. If minor changes in reliability of the elements show relatively big alterations in the reliability of the system, the structure is supposed to be parameter sensitive. Modifications can be recent variations expected later, indeterminate modifications, or supposed modifications that need to be considered as part of the design. Sensitivity analyzes are generally understood in terms of how concluding remarks are derived from a calculation or evaluation depend on input data, and also focus on further empirical documents in which efforts could be made to improve input estimates that would result in the most improvements in output estimation. Sensitivity measurements are useful, according to many scientists, as a test on model authenticity, or to answer questions like this: the variables in the model are reasonably connected. The adaptability of linear mathematical diagnostic modeling methodology has been shown for creating Linear Fault Tree Sensitivity Model (LFTSM), Linear Sensitivity Model of System Reliability (LSMoSR). These are segmental method tools with matrix-algebraic process on the basis of linearized mathematical diagnostic procedure of gas turbine and jet engines (Pokorádi and Seebauer, 2019).

Another sensitive issue is the significant development of human-robot interaction, or often so-called “human-machine interaction” (HMI), in recent years, which is a direct consequence of ever-evolving detection algorithms and actuators. It is structured to identify key points for action as a guideline for the research community to enhance progress. The security of such interactions has been a much debated topic in the industrial and research communities, addressing this issue in human-robot collaboration in the same field of work. The development of autonomous systems is an iterative process, facilitating technological and regulatory advancement. The biggest breakthrough in recent years in this area has been the emergence of AI-based solutions in safety-critical systems, causing significant uncertainty in terms of operational security. This allows manufacturers to place products on the market with functions that are not fully understood and controlled, which put users at risk. Due to the fact that today’s autonomous service robots require a high level of collaboration with the human operator, proper training and feature description are essential before commissioning the system, both in autonomous control and in other areas of human-operated robotics (Takács et al., 2019).

The following notion of Situation Awareness (SA) is applied for describing how the human drive can observe and understand the situation. It is a dangerous case if the driver loses SA. Getting back SA during handover is essential regarding safety issues, because SA is necessary for the driver to find an answer to the problem rising when a handover is under progress. Therefore, creating systems which assist drivers getting back SA is vital in handover management. The manner the driver handles the autonomous structure and reacts to a situation of handover is thought as an issue of Human–Automation Interaction (HAI). Trust in Automation (TiA) is a critical element of HAI systems, since TiA influences human decision leading to interaction. In general, TiA is typically classified by two areas: compliance and reliance. The benefit of applying reliance and compliance is that they can be measured by observable behavior (Drexler et al., 2019).
In fact, many road accidents occur due to human error or negligence. Fully automated vehicles can reduce the frequency and severity of vehicle collisions. The development of safety protocols for self-driven passenger cars is a highly researched area, focusing on immediate decisions based on mileage sensor data. However, the causes of many accidents cannot be addressed with this model (careless other drivers and pedestrians, road slippage, etc.), but can be well calculated from existing accident databases. A new method is proposed based on experience in the field of road safety. Using data mining algorithms to locate potential hot spots and analyzing those using statistical methods, a list of dangerous areas of the road network is obtained. This catalog can be very useful for an autonomous vehicle to take appropriate precautionary measures for preventing unexpected accidents (Kertész et al., 2019).

4 Conclusion
Concerning the introduced and summarized problems and approaches, without being exhaustive, this inter- and transdisciplinary research area still includes many open issues and challenges. The consortium-based cooperation provides an effective scientific research work and a result oriented outlook for the future.
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